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The animal habit: temptations dictating
ethics
June 28, 11:48 AM Vegan Examiner Adam Kochanowicz
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Habits of consumption continued through a lifetime are learned at a very young age

Common sense may be defeated by beliefs that are both unanimous and repeated in

society which cause us to believe a behavior is normal especially when supported by

personal temptation.

Enlightenment: While our personal habits can inhibit

our ability to act on what is right, a tempting habit

should never be used as a means of thinking critically

about an injustice.
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Most doors to retail outlets have a similar
design: one side is a metal flap meant to be
pulled as if reaching for a telephone. The

other is a horizontally-mounted bar meant to be leaned on as if looking
over a bridge.

Every once in a while, you'll find a door whose push/pull hinges are
backwards. The flap side is push, the bar side is pull. Despite a large
sign in front of customers' faces saying either "push" or "pull to open,"
one after another people will slam their forearms against the door
before succombing to the embarassing moment.

Reading "Social Intelligence" by Daniel Goleman, I'm reminded of
neural scaffolding, our brain's way of developing learned behavior by
building "scaffolds" and eventual reinforced neural pathways caused by repeated behavior.

Neural patha-what?  We all know this complicated neuroscience as habit but it's interesting to know
there is a very real way in which the brain creates habit from repeated and especially emotional
exposure

Animal Consumption

When revealing I am a
vegan, one who follows a
vegan lifestyle for ethical
reasons, my conversation
partner often feels obliged
to explain why they are not
or couldn't be (even when
I'm not asking.)  This
usually entails them
describing to me how
much they love a particular
animal product and a
happy declaration of how
weak their will is to give it
up.  (Non-vegans: for
future reference, this is
annoying and offensive.)

So I am not about to
chastise you about what you eat or do but I will offer what I believe are a few eye-opening
considerations.  Animal rights is an unusual discipline in that the ethical argument for animal rights
is often tied with food products.  What other rights movement has this quality?

For my readers who are not animal rights anythingists or vegans:  I don't think anyone should feel
bad for liking the taste of animal products or enjoying the convenience which an animal driven world
has offered us.  That a positive feeling alone is evil doesn't make sense to me but how we act on
them consciously is a very different thing entirely.

Note I've chosen my words carefully: The positive feeling alone is not evil.  No one can really help
how they feel but they can indeed make conscious decisions to educate themselves and make
mature decisions to fight temptations (or replace them with new ones)

The habit of animal consumption

There are very real, psychological
fixations with which most of us
grow up for animal products.  If
this weren't the case, we wouldn't
see vegans going ga ga over
vegan marshmallows, brownies,
and even meats and cheeses.
 As children, we form our very
first emotional attachments, a
memory of safety, family, and self
in emotional terms.  Goods like
food are no exception.

Neural scaffolding is not just a
way of making memory by
repetition but by association.
 Sure, we can cram for tests by
repeatedly reading over dates,
this will indeed reinforce our
neural pathways for that memory
but we can also make emotional
associations.  In the case of food,
children often grow up eating the
food they tried during the first few
years.  It is for this reason foreign
foods are often an aquired taste
(think real chinese food.)

Unfortunately, we live in a country
where foods are ridiculously
saturated with animal products
and preservatives (look at the
ingredients of a baguette in the U.S. versus France.)  Early on, non-vegan parents will teach their
children to think of fleshy, rubbery, creamy foods as pleasurable and nourishing.  Without a regard
for exclusively vegan products, we're apt to form animal consumption habits at a very young age.  

In the same way, society helps us to form thinking habits.  We spend most of our adolescence
learning (rather, deciding) what is "normal."  This can only be better described as enculturation; the
learning process of how one is to live.  It is from this imaginary, subconscious source of truth we
draw conclusions about how humans are to behave and think.  If we grow up around human beings
who kill animals and partake in the activity ourselves, even plain logic and documentations of
animals suffering just as we humans do will fail to break the shell of enculturation.  What is more,
the overall system of slavery and exploitation is hidden by means of deep enculturation and a belief
that such a system is the norm.  As with most attempts to challenge culture, animal rights is met
with ridicule, defensiveness and hatred.

More than just eating your veggies

Going back to my conversation partner who chooses to
tell me how they love cheese and couldn't go vegan.  It's
important if we want to give animal rights an honest
chance we forget about our temptations or what we're
used to.  For instance, I like nice clothing and have been
urged by several individuals to avoid products made with
unfair labor.  If I find I am unprepared to make such a
transition because of a lack of desire to do the research
or an adversion to the available fairly-produced products,
does this change my opinion on whether or not unfair
labor is ethical?  Of course not.

With this logic I do not mean to say that we can all be
animal rights activists without being vegans if the
transition is too troublesome.  Hell no.  Rather, if you find your will weak to go vegan upon hearing
a good argument for animal rights, don't become defensive or give up on yourself.  Understand and
recognize our human desire for the exploitation of animals like a good critical thinker, we'll take care
of the dietary part in time.

Being a vegan means we break from a violent enculturation which leads us to believe animals, who
are biologically no different from humans, are here for our use--that their existence is meant for our
pleasure and their welfare is limited by our mandate to use them for our means.  You don't have to
be crazy about animals or concerned about your health to go vegan, you just need a basic
understanding and a will to change for the better.  Go vegan.

More About: Food · Theory · Animals
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Lisa Burke  says:

I really enjoyed this article. I am quite obsessed with societal "norms" and how they tend to
dictate our life. It takes a lot more energy and confidence to combat the "flow" than to simply
ride it with ease. Who knows what each of us would be like if society treated animal rights -
among other things - as the norm. Which thoughts are our own, and which are we only
regurgitating?
-Lisa
Cheese lovin' vegetarian
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